The Illustrated Leon Russell Discography

A work in progress!!!

After including some albums by selected artists, I have now started alphabetically with the singles first…

The groundbreaking research in Leon Russell’s early material, was done by Steve Todoroff, who published many of his finds in the “Discoveries” magazine. I took it from there…

Leonology:

(piano) = Leon - (piano!) = more Leon! - (piano!!) = lots of Leon!!
(piano!!) = Leon is the main man - (faint) or (background) = a little Leon - (no piano) = no Leon ☹
It started out in chronological order after recording date or at least after release date, but as the discography got bigger and bigger, it became too difficult to find the stuff you were looking for, so I decided to change it to alphabetical order after the artist. I hope it makes it more accessible. I have divided the discography in single files for each artist. Included are several “maybes” that could be Leon and some that’s not Leon!

And remember, it’s my ears that have decided if it’s Leon or not. I might have made a mistake. I remember once I made a mistake: I thought I had made a mistake…

I hear him here, there and everywhere!

Leon was born on April, 2, 1942 in Lawton, Oklahoma and sadly we lost him on Nov. 13, 2016 in Nashville, Tennessee. RIP my hero.

Comments, corrections and so on are welcome. Thanks to Wikipedia for info on the artists.

Have fun!
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